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Abstract
A controlled experiment was designed and conducted to compare three methods for detecting errors in computer programs: disciplined, structured reading; specification or black-box testing; and a refined form of typical selective testing. Reading was found to be significantly inferior in effectiveness to the other two methods. Specification and selective testing did not differ significantly from each other. On the average, subjects found little more than half the errors present, even on a severity-weighted basis.

Good performance in detecting errors was found to be closely associated with the experimental subjects' computing education, computing background, and self-confidence in performing the experimental tasks. Little association was found with the amount of time spent in detection. The distribution of time to detect the next error was observed to be approximately uniform.

ACM Reviews Categories 4.6; 2.49

Introduction
A major part of the development of any computer program or system is aimed at assuring that the program actually works correctly. The definition of how a program is supposed to work is provided by its specification. If the program does not behave as specified, it is said to contain an error. Current techniques for detecting errors are far from perfect. A strong incentive is present to develop better methods and improve the effectiveness of our ability to detect errors when they exist. This paper reports on a study [1] and experiment that were conducted to aid in that process.

The basic aim was to learn more about the error-detection activity. Except for some recent work [2] on the classification and tabulation of error data, surprisingly little empirical research has been done in this area. Debugging has been studied by a number of researchers, but the focus has been on the diagnosis and correction of errors once they are found [3,4]. This study was concerned only with the initial detection of errors and not their removal.

It was desired to compare different error-detection techniques, analyze individual differences in using the techniques, develop hypotheses and in general gain as much insight as possible into the error-detection activity. Data were collected experimentally. The basic design of the experiment centered around error-detection sessions in which subjects were given a program and asked to detect the errors in it by using a specified error-detection method. The next section of the paper describes the experiment in detail. A third section presents the results of the experiment and the final section reviews the major conclusions and significance of the study.

EXPERIMENT
Methods
Three methods were selected for comparison — one based on an examination or reading of the program, a second on specification or black-box testing, and a third on a mixture of both reading and testing. The methods were intended to be broadly representative of the spectrum of possible approaches.

In specification testing, the program source code was not available and subjects were given only the specifications. The subjects selected and executed test cases based on the specifications, and then examined the resulting output for discrepancies. This method is sometimes called black-box testing, for the subject has no way to determine the internal construction of the program being tested.

In the mixed method, subjects constructed test cases based upon examination of both specifications and source code. A software tool was provided that indicated execution counts and permitted the subject to ensure systematically that each statement was executed at least once. Every subject but one did in fact execute each statement. Except for this additional criterion, the mixed method is the testing method typically used by most programmers.

The reading method selected was a disciplined and structured desk check. It relied on the fact that the programs were structured to consist of a simple sequence of paragraphs. Each paragraph had the property that flow of control entered at the top and left from the bottom, with the provision that any paragraph could invoke another. The reading procedure consisted of a bottom-up reading and characterization of each paragraph, followed by a top-down reading of the complete program. As each paragraph was read, its external effects were characterized on a special Effects Summary form. Basically, the subject tried to characterize and record the effects of each paragraph as though it were a high-level statement. After all paragraphs were characterized, the program was read top-down with the aid of the Effects Summary form. The resulting program effects were compared with the specifications and any differences recorded.

Programs
The programs selected were actual applications developed at the University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill) Computation Center. One (ANSI) was a program that reads in an arbitrary Fortran program and converts several statements to conform to the ANSI Fortran standard. A second (LIBRARY) was a program to read in an arbitrary Fortran program and convert it to the ANSI Fortran standard. A third (TEST) was a program to score and evaluate multiple-choice examinations and provide a cumulative examination-grading report.

Each program was written in a typical production-programming environment as a carefully structured PL/I program. The reason for restricting attention to highly structured programs is the expectation that such code is rapidly becoming the norm. The actual errors that were found during the development and production use of the programs were recorded and retained. Each was then reinserted into its program, provided that proper execution of at least one simple test case was possible. The programs were therefore free of syntactic and semantic errors; only logical errors were present.

The descriptions for each program were carefully revised and their clarity was tested in a pilot experiment. The resulting specifications were used in the experiment. The situation is usually the case. Although all three programs were relatively simple, the modules do represent a spectrum of both applica-
tion and coding complexity. The smallest program (ANSI) contained 75 statements and 5 paragraphs, and the largest (TEST) had 240 statements and 11 paragraphs.

In this manner three program modules were prepared that reflected a production environment and contained naturally occurring errors. Each module executed at least one simple test case correctly and was a realistic approximation to a module that a programmer might have at the start of testing.

**Subjects**

The aim of this experiment was to find out not so much what programmers actually do, but rather what they can do. The attempt was to design an experimental setting to yield results as good as or better than could be expected in actual practice. This meant obtaining subjects as highly qualified and experienced as possible and ensuring that they were strongly motivated. This was achieved by actively recruiting and selecting subjects to participate in the experiment and offering monetary incentive for high performance. Each subject was paid a minimum of $75. An additional payment of as much as $200 was based on relative performance during the experiment. Thirty-nine subjects were selected, most of whom were highly educated and experienced. Six were female and thirty-three were male. Just under half held a master’s or Ph.D. degree. Their average work experience in computing was over three years. All had either work experience or academic course experience with PL/I. Their backgrounds are summarized in Table 1.

**Administration**

The experiment consisted of each subject trying to detect errors in each of the three programs by using a different method for each program. Each subject was randomly assigned to one of three groups A, B, and C. Table 2 shows for each group the correspondence of testing method to program. For example, each subject in group A used the reading method on ANSI, the specification method on LIBRARY and the mixed method on TEST. The order of the three sessions for each subject was also randomized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>Subject Backgrounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Minimum 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grades (A = 3, B = 2, C = 1)</td>
<td>1 2.3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree (Ph.D. = 4, M.S. = 3, H.S. = 1)</td>
<td>1 2.4 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computing Work Experience (months)</td>
<td>6 38 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming Work Experience (months)</td>
<td>3 36 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL/I Work Experience (months)</td>
<td>0 18 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science Courses</td>
<td>0 8 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming Courses</td>
<td>0 3 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basic design of the experiment permitted for the three error-detection methods a comparison that was controlled for differences in subject, differences in program, and differences in order of experimental tasks. The primary performance measure was the percentage of errors found. An alternative measure was a percentage score weighted according to error severity.

All subjects participated in a five-hour instruction session prior to the start of the experiment. The objectives of the experiment and the error-detection methods were explained. The subjects then participated in three error-detection sessions each lasting between three and five hours. Each subject was given a time limit that depended only on the program being verified. The instruction and error-detection sessions were held during the course of one week in a large classroom reserved for the purpose. An experiment staff of four persons coordinated and monitored each session. Generally, two staff members remained in the classroom to supervise and answer questions while the other two submitted and returned test runs. These test runs were prepared on coding sheets given to the experiment staff to be keypunched and run. After execution the output was returned to the subject. Special computer center procedures established for the experiment made it possible to achieve an average turnaround time under fifteen minutes. Each subject was thus provided with excellent response time and freed to concentrate on the error-detection task.

Subjects did not leave the room without being signed out. They were permitted to sign out of the experiment for a break period to avoid losing experiment time waiting for a run to be returned or to assist the staff in keypunching test data. Any time spent on breaks was not included in the subject’s time limit, nor counted in his elapsed time. Subjects were instructed to take a break whenever they became fatigued or had to wait for output.

**Data**

At the start of the experiment, each subject was given a background survey and an attitude survey. The background survey provided data about each subject’s education, experience, self-estimates of ability, and other background variables. The attitude survey requested the subject’s opinion towards the various methods and the experiment. It was given again after the final error-detection session to permit an analysis of attitude shifts.

The basic data from each session were recorded on error-detection logs. Each subject logged the submission and return of test cases, breaks taken, and suspected errors. At the end of each session, the subject also completed a survey form containing general information about the session. After the experiment, each log was carefully reviewed and encoded. Descriptions of possible errors entered in the logs were matched against the list of actual errors, and the appropriate error number was coded. The coded data were read into a program that reproduced the logs and provided data for further analysis.

**RESULTS**

**Comparison of Methods**

The three error-detection methods were compared with respect to the percentage of the total errors detected with each method. The results are summarized in Table 3. Averaged across the three programs, the mixed and specification testing methods detected just slightly fewer than half of the errors present in the programs. For the reading method, only 37% of the errors were found. Similar relative results are seen for each of the programs individually. The percentages for mixed and specification testing were very close and the percentages for reading were considerably poorer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3</th>
<th>Mean percentage of errors detected by all programmers in each experimental condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An analysis of variance showed the variances accounted for by the programs and by the methods to be highly significant.
The variances due to each group, each replicate, and the different task orders were very small and not significant. The mixed and specification testing methods were not significantly different, but each was very significantly (at the .001 level) better than reading.

One question was whether these results might be sensitive to the severity of the errors detected. Some errors were very minor and for a few it was even questionable as to whether they were really errors. A number of weighting schemes were used to assign to each error a score based on its severity. The data were then analyzed using the percentage of the total score as criterion. The conclusions were unchanged. The authors could not even think of any plausible weighting scheme that led to a different conclusion. The method differences are present quite uniformly across the different types of errors and are large enough that the choice of weighting scheme has no effect.

The clear conclusion is that the specification and mixed methods are essentially equivalent and that reading is significantly inferior.

### Individual Differences

One object of the study was to try to explain the observed individual differences in performance. The ranges of observed differences are shown in Table 4. In general, the best performer was two to three times as capable as the worst in mixed and specification testing, with the spread somewhat greater for reading. To investigate these differences, an analysis was made of the association between each subject’s performance and his background, attitudes and approach. Rank order correlation coefficients and chi-square contingency tables were used as measures of the association between the various variables and a subject’s score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lowest</th>
<th>Highest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEST</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBRARY</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEST</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBRARY</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEST</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBRARY</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analyses showed a number of variables to be significantly related to good performance in detecting errors. Regardless of the program being verified or the method used, close association was present between performance and his background, attitudes and approach. Rank order correlation coefficients and chi-square contingency tables were used as measures of the association between the various variables and a subject’s score.

One interesting variable that showed moderate association was the number of test cases run by the subject. Particularly in specification testing, there was evidence that some subjects adopted a “try anything” attitude and just created large numbers of test cases in hope that some error might show up. Discounting subjects who submitted over twenty test cases in a single session, the association between good testing performance and the number of test runs was highly significant.

A factor-analysis model of the data was also developed in an effort to explain the underlying relationships in the data. In each of some tens of runs with different variables, about 70% of the variance in the data was accounted for by variables that could be grouped into four derived factors. The multiple runs tested the model’s sensitivity and showed it to be quite stable. The four factors were interpreted as experience, self-esteem, computing education, and attitude toward the experiment. A regression prediction model was also produced. The best-fitting model contained the variables of academic major, education (measured by number of courses taken), self-esteem, attitude, and work experience; it gave an average prediction error of 18%. The only highly significant variable was academic major. For the group of subjects in the experiment, this variable was closely correlated with computing education and computing experience. Over-all, the regression and factor models support and strengthen the conclusions obtained from looking at the association measures. Subjects with substantial computing education and experience backgrounds who felt confident about their abilities were the ones most likely to do the best jobs of detecting errors.

### Other Analyses

A number of other analyses were made in an attempt to develop hypotheses about the error-detection activity and gain additional insight. Two of the more interesting are reported here.

The first was an analysis of the distribution of the time to detect the next error. A program was written to count the detections that occurred in successive time intervals during error detection. Several theoretical distributions were then fit to the counts. The results were surprising. The best fit was simply a uniform distribution, regardless of the method used or the program being verified. Subjects steadily increased their knowledge about the program and tended to try more complex test cases as the session progressed. A plausible explanation for the uniform distribution may be that the increasing knowledge and testing case sophistication just about offset the reduced error population. This is a very different situation from the usual program development case. Both Tucker [5] and Schneidewind [6] have reported an exponential increase in error-detection times in that situation.

A second analysis examined the individual errors to see whether different types tended to be found to different extents by the different methods. If at least one-third more of the subjects detected an error with one method than detected it with another, then the error was considered to be found to a significantly different extent by the two methods. Such errors were then categorized in an effort to establish classes of errors that tended to be more difficult to detect by one method than by another. The results confirmed what might be suspected intuitively. Reading did not work well for errors of omission of code statements. Errors involving interrelationships between code segments in different paragraphs were also difficult. Specification testing was more effective for detecting errors that showed up on test cases suggested by the specifications and less effective for hard-to-generate test cases. Mixed testing, which includes some aspects of both reading and specification testing, tended to fall in the middle. Only one error was detected significantly more times as a result of the requirement to execute each of the statements at least once. In general, the path testing requirement seemed to be of very little value.

### CONCLUSIONS

#### How Significant are the Results?

Comparing the three methods gave a very consistent message. Regardless of the performance measure used, specification testing and mixed testing were essentially equal and reading was a poor third. The programs differed significantly, but the relative performance of the methods was the same for each program. In general, this result was unmistakable and convincing.

#### What about the Generally Poor Performance?

No subject found all the errors in any of the error-detection sessions and, on the average, only about half the errors were detected. Why was this performance so poor? Every effort was made to obtain maximum performance from the subjects. The programs were clearly structured, computer turnaround was excellent, subjects were highly educated and motivated, and they worked without distractions. It is reasonable to conclude that the results are likely to be better than what can be expected in
actual practice and that the detection of errors is a very dif­
ficult process. The experiment shows that an intensive period
of independent error detection does not provide any assurance
of correctness. One might speculate whether financial incen­
tives to program writers and program testers would lead to the
generation of fewer errors and the detection of more.

Why wasn't the Mixed Method Better?
The mixed method was designed to have the advantages of
both reading and specification testing without the disadvantages
of either. That it did not turn out better shows that the time
and mental effort required to comprehend the source can be
detriment. Careful concentration on the specifications seems
to lead to better test cases and to increase the likelihood of er­
ror detection.

How Well can Individual Differences be Explained?
Three groups of variables were found to be significantly
associated with error-detection performance — computing
education, computing experience, and self-confidence in error
detection. Use of test runs was also associated to a point. These
associations were found to be present fairly uniformly for all
of the programs and methods. The results suggest that many
of the skills needed for good error-detection performance can
be taught and acquired.

What Else was Learned?
The distribution of the time to find the next error was shown
to be approximately uniform. This was attributed to the increasing
subject knowledge and submission of more complex test
cases offsetting the reduced error population. The experiment
also confirmed the logical deductions that reading was not effec­tive for detecting errors of omission and that specification
testing was not effective for detecting errors that were hard to
generate. Finally, the experiment showed that very little help
in detecting errors was provided by the path testing requirements
to execute each statement.

Other Contributions
Other benefits of this investigation include the data resource
acquired, the experimental methodology, and some suggestions
for future research. Worthy of further study are the effect of
different numbers of errors in the program being verified, the
relationship of program complexity to error detection, and a
closer examination of the usefulness of path testing, especially
for larger programs. The raw data have been carefully preserv­
ed in the first author’s dissertation [1].
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